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God, I am angry at the loss of
innocent lives; that people don’t
have enough to eat; at the police
for not executing justice, with the
very rich for hoarding wealth and
then oppressing the helpless; at
the stupid military forces for
making people homeless. I am
angry with the unequal
distribution of resources around
the world. God, this is damn
unfair! Amen.
Edited from Liturgies from Below: praying
with peoples at the ends of the world p190.
Claudio Carvalhaes

Healing Racism
A child asks Greta, ‘Mmmm… Why
do children look like their
parents?’
Greta answers, “Because of tiny
things inside parents called
‘genes’. Genes tell mum’s body to
make blue eyes or brown skin.
These genes pass from parents to
children and to their children.
Genes don’t pass from foster or
adoptive parents. But not to
worry! Their children get an extra
helping of love!”
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Kamal Gazi’s Story
Traidcraft has shared Kamal Gazi’s story, a farmer living in
Bangladesh. Kamal summarises the struggles of his community in
just one sentence...
“Our children’s education is in peril; their books have been
washed away.”
Just imagine a school in Norfolk or
Tenby having all its books washed
away in a flood... These books
represent hope to people like Kamal –
an education, the chance of a bright
future for his children.
Not only climate disruption, but COVID has also impacted on
communities like Kamal's. These hardships make ordinary life
more difficult, and poverty less escapable. Kamal continues:
“Before, I used to work and earn a living only by farming but now
I have to work as a day laborer in addition to my agricultural
work. Climate change has turned a farmer into a day labourer.”
By supporting programmes like Commitment for Life and through
your purchase of Traidcraft products, you can make a difference.
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